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Problem Solving

In all problem solving tasks…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that tasks and challenges allow children to consolidate existing skills.
Ensure that new skills are learned/gained progressively.
Repeat tasks if necessary.
Use demonstrations of successful work and encourage children to copy others
if they are doing it better.
Explain the objective of the lesson: e.g. teamwork, leadership, initiative,
communication and cooperation.
Explain the task clearly including all constraints.
Always allow time for children to plan before starting a task.
Allow plenty of time for children to do the tasks.
Do not interrupt even if children are being unsuccessful.
Differentiate and repeat tasks introducing constraints such as blindfolds or no
talking.
Always allow time for children to review.
Review how well they did in completing the task and against the objective of
the lesson.
Consider having a child watching their peers for good leadership, good ideas,
and good communication skills .
Ask: What was successful/enjoyable? What would they do different next
time? How could they improve their performance? What did another group do
well?

RECEPTION
LESSON 1

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Snap

Resources
Pairs of matching
cards
‘Picture cards’
OR
‘Snap cards’

Explanation of Task
Give every child one card each
Children must find who has their matching
card
Repeat the task but without talking

All aboard

5 / 6 PE hoops
Different size
hoops

Split into small groups of 5-10
Each group has several hoops
Can everyone stand in the hoops?
They must stand still and hold for 3
seconds
Now take away one hoop
Now take away another hoop
See how few hoops each group can get into
Eventually combine the whole class into a
few hoops

LESSON 2

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Touchy – Feely

Individual Cross
the swamp

Resources
Blindfolds
Large bag
Selection of
everyday objects

Explanation of Task
As individuals or as pairs.
One person must be blindfolded.
The one who is blindfolded must feel an
object inside the bag and guess what it is.
Do not shout out answer.
Several objects together can create a
theme which children must guess e.g.
Halloween items.

Spots and Gym
Mats

Randomly space spots and mats through
out the whole gym/hall.
No one can touch the floor.
Children must get from one end of the
room to the other treading on the spots.
Introduce obstacles to make it harder.

LESSON 3

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
All Change

Resources
None

Explanation of Task
Children stand in a circle and the teacher
taps one on the shoulder.
This child then starts an action for
example, clapping.
All the other children must follow the
action.
Teacher taps another on the shoulder and
they all must copy a new action.
Group must concentrate for new actions.

Follow a trail

Chalk, string,
rope, tape

Teacher lays a simple trail using chalk or
string.
Children have to follow the trail.
Consider laying a trail underneath
apparatus and over apparatus.
Consider laying a trail inside and outside.
Objects can be positioned on route for
children to remember and then complete a
memory game at the end.
Pieces of jigsaw or words of a puzzle can
also be collected to complete at the end.

LESSON 4

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Handwriting

Resources
None

Explanation of Task
In pairs each child takes it in turns to
draw a shape on a partners hand using a
finger.
Child must have eyes closed and guess
what the shape is.
Repeat this task but with children
attempting to pass the same shape around
a circle without talking.

Photo trails

A series of
photographs of
school
landmarks,
people or places
and markers
around the
school grounds.

Children use the photos to go from 1 point
to the next.
Children can also do this as a star exercise
– returning to the teacher each time to
get the next photo.
It can be organised so children collect
something at each point like a piece of a
picture, number or a letter.
At the end these can be used to solve the
problem.

LESSON 5

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Quack Quack

Resources
Animal snap
cards

Explanation of Task
Teacher gives each child a card.
Children have to find their partner who
has the same card.
Repeat this task but children can only use
actions or noises (no speaking).
Good for getting children to work outside
of their peer groups if the cards are
distributed randomly.

Set the trail 1

Chalk, string,
rope, tape,
twigs, fabric,
paper, flour,
laminated
arrows

Children use a variety of materials to set a
trail around the working space for the
others to follow.
Set the trail inside & outside.
Children can use arrows, dots and lines for
others to follow.
Allow children to use different materials
to set the trail.
One group can follow another groups trail.

LESSON 6

Short
Task

OAA Task
Parachute Games

Resources
Large
Parachute

Explanation of Task
Team work:
Raise and lower the chute as a team – Up
and down slowly then more quickly.
Jog Around:
Walk or Jog round holding the chute.
Teacher can give simple instructions for
the class to follow: Walk, jog, run, change
direction etc.
Pass the parcel:
Pass the chute round in circles but the
children stand still.
Sleeping lions:
One or two people lie down underneath the
chute whilst it goes up and down. This
works well with children who have mobility
difficulties with their arms.

Main
Task

Teddy Bear
Mapping

Teddies &
Cones
B&W ‘Map’ with
4 cones or
triangles in a
line.
Colour ‘Map’
with Blue, Red,
Yellow and
Green
cone/triangle in
a line.

Print 4 triangles across a piece of paper.
Print in black & white.
Print in colour: R, B, Y & G.
Set out 4 cones in a line.
Hide teddy under a cone.
Children use the ‘Map’ to mark an X where
they think teddy is hiding.
Children can then hide teddy under a cone
for each other to mark his location.
Repeat using black & white ‘Maps’ to make
more difficult.
Repeat with more cones or in a different
formation to make more difficult – new
‘maps’ will need to be printed if using more
cones.

YEAR 1
LESSON 1

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Name Game

Jigsaws

Resources
Blindfold

Explanation of Task
Children stand in a circle and one child is
blindfolded.
Another child leaves the room, everyone
moves round and the blindfolded child has
to work out who is missing.
This can be done in 2/3 small circles or as
a whole group.

Several post
cards cut into 5
or 6 pieces.
Easier if done
with larger
laminated
pictures.

Give every child in the class a piece of
post card / picture.
The larger the original picture was, the
easier the task is.
Children must find all the other people
who have a piece of their picture.
The aim is to work together to make your
postcard as quickly as possible.
Can be done as a race or without talking.
Make more difficult by using complicated
pictures and designs.

LESSON 2

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Through the hoop

Team Cross the
Swamp 1

Resources
PE hoops of
different sizes
Loops of rope
different sizes.

Explanation of Task
Stand the group in a big circle.
Can everyone climb through the hoop?
Repeat the task with everyone holding
hands.
Repeat the task but without the children
are not allowed to use their hands.
Can they repeat the task with only 1
person touching the hoop? (This person is
not part of the circle).
Can also be done in smaller groups of 5/6
children rather than a whole group.
Have races between groups.
How fast can the whole group get through
the hoop?

Spots
Small mats

Arrange the group into teams of 5-10
preferably not in peer groups.
No one can touch the floor.
Give each person a spot or a small mat.
As a team can they get from one end of
the room to the other using their spots?
If they can do this individually, encourage
them to repeat it but working as a team
Introduce obstacles to make it harder.

LESSON 3

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Alphabet Letters

Resources
None

Explanation of Task
Put children into groups of 2/3.
Shout out a letter.
Each group must form a body sculpture to
show that letter.
Children can create the letter individually
or as a pair/threesome.
See if other groups can recognise each
others sculptures.

Arrow Trail

A trail around
the school /
playground
using arrows
and markers.
Twigs, chalk,
tape, sand,
flour.
Laminated
arrows, tape.

Teacher sets a trail before the lesson
using arrows. (Use twigs, chalk, tape, sand,
flour etc.).
Children follow the trail.
This is best done in large outdoor areas.
The distance between markers can vary.
At some points you can give two possible
directions and a dead end!

LESSON 4

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Handwriting

Hidden Treasure

Resources
None

Explanation of Task
In pairs each child takes it in turns to
write a short word on a partners hand
using a finger.
Child must have eyes closed and guess
what the word is.
Can also be done writing words on each
others backs.

Blindfold
One child is blindfolded.
Small Object or An object is hidden in the room or outside
Prize
One child must search for the object /
treasure.
The rest of the group guides the child as
he gets ‘hot or cold’ using ‘loud or quiet’
clapping.
This task can be repeated with quick or
slow clapping.
Child will need a safety marshal to keep
them from bumping into things.
Can the children think of other ways to
guide?
Verbal instructions, whistles, hot and cold.

LESSON 5

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Jingle Ball Pass

Resources
Jingle ball or
balloon with a
cat bell in it or
a container of
water!

Explanation of Task
Work as a whole group or groups of 6/8.
Children must work together to pass the
jingle ball around a circle without making a
noise.
Can also be repeated in a straight line
under and over heads or across obstacles.

Set the trail 2

Chalk, string,
rope, tape,
twigs, fabric,
paper,
laminated
arrows

As in Year R:
Children use a variety of materials to set
a trail around the working space for
others to follow.
Set trails inside and outside.
Use different materials for the trail.
Children now have to draw a map of each
others trails.
Focus on scale and getting the map the
right way round ‘orientating the map’.
See if one group can use another groups
map to locate something.

LESSON 6

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Parachute Games

Photo
Identification trail

Resources
1 large
parachute

Explanation of Task
Mexican Wave
Everyone holds the edge of the chute. Can
the group raise and lower their section of
the chute in turn like a Mexican wave?
Roundabout
Can the group work as a team to send a
ball round in circles on the chute without
it falling off? They have to use the chute
like ‘Mexican wave’ action.
Popcorn
Place a small object like a balls or bean bag
on the chute. Can the group shake the
object off? How high can the object go?

Set of 20 or
more. Photos of
places around
the school photos range
from easily
identifiable
places to
complicated/
obscure places.

Teacher gives out a photo.
Children take a photo individually or in
pairs and have to find the location.
Letters, numbers or puzzle pieces can be
placed at each location providing children
with a problem to solve at the end of the
task.
Children can write down each answer
before receiving another photo.

YEAR 2
LESSON 1

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Snap

Resources
2 packs of
playing cards.

Explanation of Task
Give every child a card each
Children must find the person with the
same card.
Repeat with children getting into suits or
groups with same number.
Can also be done with children getting into
number order.
Repeat the task without talking?

Jigsaws

Several post
cards or large
pictures cut
into 5 or 6
pieces.
Several simple
jigsaws.

Have all the postcard pieces or jigsaw
pieces at one end of the working space in
piles.
Arrange the group into teams of 5/6.
Children compete in a relay race picking up
a piece of postcard each time they run.
If they pick up the wrong piece they must
go back and change it next time.
This can be made much harder by mixing
all the pieces together.
Some types of jigsaw/post card are easier
than others – experiment with several.
Complex geometric designs or double sided
pictures can make this very difficult.

(If possible,
laminate the
pictures)

LESSON 2

Short
Task

OAA Task
Follow Me

Resources
Blindfolds

Explanation of Task
Class stand on the far side of the hall and
put on blindfolds.
Everyone walks towards the sound of the
teachers or a children voice.
Once the class has started moving you can
move around and continue talking.
Best carried out half a class at a time with the other half acting as safety
stewards without blindfolds.

Main
Task

Team Cross the
Swamp 2

Spots
Small Mats
Benches

Arrange into teams of 5-10 preferably not
in peer groups.
No one can touch the floor.
Give each person a spot or small mat.
As a team can they get from one end of
the room to the other using their spots.
Repeat this task but take away one or
more spots from each team – they will
have to work more as a team.
Introduce small obstacles like benches
(over) or gym tables (under).
Introduce blindfolds for one or two
children to make it harder.

LESSON 3

Short
Task

OAA Task
All Change

Resources
None

Explanation of Task
Children stand in a circle and the teacher
taps one on the shoulder.
This child starts an action e.g. clapping.
Other children must follow the action.
Teacher taps another on the shoulder and
they all must copy a new action.
Group must concentrate for new actions.
Repeat but include changes in direction
and more than one action at a time.

Main
Task

Rule of the game

None

One child leaves the room.
Then introduce a rule such as ‘cross your
legs when you answer a question’ or ‘say
.any word that starts with the same letter
as your name.’
The child rejoins the group and must guess
the secret rule by asking questions or
observing the others playing.
This can be done in 2/3 smaller groups
rather than as a whole.

LESSON 4

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Cat and Mouse

Blindfold trust

Resources
None

Obstacle
course
Blindfolds

Explanation of Task
Whole group stand in a large circle
A nominated ‘mouse’ walks around the
outside of the circle.
The mouse taps a cat on the shoulder.
Mouse has to get back to his/her place
or seat before the cat can catch
him/her. This can be done in more than
one smaller group.
Split the group into pairs with one child
wearing a blindfold.
Physically guide your ‘blind’ partner
through an obstacle course safely.
Repeat this task without touching your
partner using verbal instructions only.
Obstacles: Small steps up, along benches,
over benches, slalom through cones, step
onto gym mats, step off low obstacles.

LESSON 5

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Resources
Parachute Games 1 large
parachute
Beanbags
Small balls

First Steps

Explanation of Task
Treasure hunt
Put small items under the chute.
Everyone sits down and shakes the chute
vigorously.
A child has to crawl under to find the
treasure.
Kite
Everyone raises and lowers the chute
together until the teacher shouts let go at
its highest point.
The chute should fly up into the air and
off to one side.
It can now be easily packed away by 2
children – a good way to finish each
session.

Cones & large Set out a series of simple shapes on the
pieces of card. playground. E.g. a square, triangle, circle.
(This is easily done using cones but
children find actual shapes made from
card easier to visualise).
Children must draw a map of the
playground marking on these shapes.
They can then pass the map to another
group who have to ‘set it’ according to the
shapes on the playground.
Children can also try to locate items on the
map or on the ground by looking at the
maps.
Try marking a route on a map and see if a
child can walk the route.

LESSON 6
Short
Task

Main
Task

Parachute Games 1 large
parachute.
Beanbags
Small balls.

Set the Trail 3

Cross-Over
Everyone works together to raise and
lower the chute. Whilst it is up two
children cross over. Can also be done
according to which colour on the chute is
being held: shout a colour and those
children swap. This can be done with 3 and
4 children at a time. It’s a good way to mix
up the group so they are not standing with
friends.
Kite
Everyone raises and lowers the chute
together until the teacher shouts let go at
its highest point. The chute should fly up
into the air and off to one side. It can now
be easily packed away by 2 children – a
good way to finish each session.

Variety of small 1.Teacher must prepare a simple map of
apparatus
the working space.
Hoops,
Hide small objects around the working
Benches, Spots, space.
Gym mats,
Class can initially work as a whole moving
Skipping ropes, from one place to another according to
Ropes, Cones. where the teacher points to on the map.
2.Teacher creates a number of simple
maps showing different apparatus set ups
in the working space.
Children must use one of the maps to set
up the trail for themselves and each other
to follow.
Can children identify certain locations on
the map according to where a cone is
placed? Or can children go and stand on
the trail according to a mark on the map?
Works well with Teddy bears and similar
small objects.

YEAR 3
LESSON 1

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Tangled Circle

Jigsaws

Resources
No equipment

Explanation of Task
Have all the children stand in a circle.
Everyone must put their hands in the
middle and hold someone else’s hand.
Each person must hold two different
people.
Can the group work together to untangle
themselves without letting go of hands.

Laminated
Repeat as in Year 2 but add constraints
pictures,
such as children not talking OR use double
posters or post sided pictures to increase the difficulty.
cards cut into 6 Have all the poster pieces or postcard
-8 pieces
pieces or at one end of the working space
(Post cards are in piles.
a bit small)
Arrange the group into teams of 5/6.
Children compete in a relay race picking up
a piece of postcard each time they run.
If they pick up the wrong piece they must
go back and change it next time.
This can be made much harder by mixing
all the pieces together.
Some types of poster or post card are
easier than others – experiment with
several.

LESSON 2

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Elephant lines

Resources
No equipment

Explanation of Task
Get the whole group or two large groups to
hold hands between their legs with the
person behind them. Can the group now
walk along together as a whole group
Split the class into 2 teams and have them
race each other.

Team Cross the
Swamp 3

Spots
Small mats
Blindfolds

Arrange group into teams of 5-10.
No one can touch the floor.
Give each person a spot.
As a team can they get from one end of
the room to the other using their spots.
Repeat this task but take away one or
more spots from each team.
Repeat this task but insist that one or
more children in each team is blindfolded
Repeat this task with one or more
children in each team unable to talk.

LESSON 3

Short
Task

OAA Task
Sit on my knee

Resources
Strong Chairs
or benches

Explanation of Task
Split class into groups of 6 with similarly
sized peers.
Get the first person to sit down on the
chair.
The second person sits on their knees and
the third sits on theirs…and so on…
Split into groups of 10-12 .
Have everyone stand in a tight circle all
facing to the left.
Can the group all sit down at the same time
on each others’ knees in a circle?

Main
Task

All Aboard

1 Bench for
each group
Blindfolds

Put into groups of 6/8 standing on a bench
Can the group rearrange themselves into
height order?
Repeat this task getting into alphabetical
order.
Repeat again with 1 person blindfolded or
without talking.

LESSON 4

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Balloon keep up

Arrows

Resources
Balloons

Explanation of Task
Children are sat on the floor in groups of
4-8.
The aim is to keep the balloon or balloons
in the air.
Try with all body parts being allowed to
touch the balloon.
Repeat with no hands allowed.
Repeat with no hands or feet.
Repeat with feet only etc.

Laminated
Teacher sets up a trail using arrows as
Arrows
follows:
Jigsaw pieces, Each arrow must point directly to the next
words, letters, arrow.
The distance between arrows can vary.
numbers
forming a
When children find an arrow they change
to that direction and look for the next.
puzzle
Or orienteering Children can also collect a piece to a puzzle
punches
before moving on to the next arrow.
Children can set up courses for each other
When they complete the course they have
to solve the puzzle.

LESSON 5

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Resources
Explanation of Task
Parachute Games Large
Cat and Mouse
(Year 3)
parachute
Place one person on top of the parachute
Lightweight ball (Cat) and one underneath (Mouse).
Everyone shakes chute up and down.
Can the Cat find the Mouse?
Ball Catch and throw
Can the group work as a team to use the
parachute to propel a ball to the ceiling
and catch it again? Choose a light ball
Golf: Can the group work together to get a
ball down the hole in the middle of the
chute.
You can repeat this task with two teams,
alternately spaced around the chute. Each
team has a different coloured ball to get
down the hole.
Tent: The group raise and lower the chute
When the chute is up high everyone passes
the chute over their heads then sits down
to create a tent with everyone inside.
Sharks: Everyone sits down with the chute
over their legs and shakes the chute
vigorously. A child (the shark) sneaks
around underneath the chute and grabs
someone’s legs by surprise. Keep changing
the shark.
Roundabout: Can the group work as a team
to send a ball round in circles on the chute
without it falling off. They have to use the
chute like ‘Mexican wave’ action.
Quiz orienteering Quiz questions Children use the answers to questions to
and
guide them from one point to the next.
orienteering
At each point there is a question to be
markers all
answered and a description of the next
round the
point to go to.
school grounds. Children can also do this as a star exercise
by returning to the teacher/base each
time to get the next question that needs
to be answered.

LESSON 6

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Resources
Morse Code Words Copies of the
morse code
(Torches?)
Flags or
hankies.

Netball Numbers See Tops Card
Netball court
and numbered
cones

Explanation of Task
In teams of 4/8. Place half the team on
each side of the room. Use the Morse
Code to send a simple word across the
room.
Children can only clap, whistle or use
torches to send the message.
Repeat this task over larger distances
outside.
Repeat this task but using semaphore and
flags/hankies.
Morse code and semaphore are easily
found on the internet!
This provides an excellent introduction to
orienteering but without the need for a
map.
Teachers need to follow the TOPS
instructions for a detailed description of
how to set it up.

YEAR 4
LESSON 1

Short
Task

OAA Task
Alphabet Words

Resources
None

Explanation of Task
Shout out a letter.
Individuals must try to use their bodies to
sculpture that letter.
Put children into groups of 4 to 6.
The group must form a body sculpture to
show a short word.
Repeat the task with each group making a
sculpture and the other groups trying to
guess the word.

Main
Task

Body Parts

No Equipment

Place children into groups of 8.
The group can only use 2 hands, 4 feet
and 2 bums…
Which group can reach furthest up the
room from a common starting point?
This task can be repeated with different
group sizes and by varying which body
parts can be used. ie. Hands, knees, feet,
tummies etc.
After planning - Two teams can race to
see who can get into position fastest.

LESSON 2

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Resources
Find the Headline Newspaper or
magazine
articles with
headlines cut
off.

Team Cross the
Swamp 4

Explanation of Task
Place articles and headlines around the
room or field. In pairs children must find
the correct headline to go with an article.

Large gym mats Arrange group into teams of about 5 / 6.
Small mats
No one can touch the floor.
Benches
Give each team 2 large gym mats.
Spots
Each team must work together to get from
Hoops
one end to the other of the hall/gym using
the two mats.
Repeat this task with one or more children
blindfolded.
These tasks can be repeated giving each
team different equipment to stand on for
example; a bench and a mat OR a large mat
and two small spots.
Using hoops to stand in makes the task a
bit harder than with mats.

LESSON 3

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Resources
The perfect square Large outdoor
area
Several Large
Ropes (10m)
made into loops
Blindfolds

Electric Fence

Rope & String

Explanation of Task
Split the group into groups of 4 or 8.
Can each group hold the rope and make a
circle.
Can they make a perfect square?
Try it without blindfolds first!
To make it easier allow each group to have
a ‘seeing’ leader giving instructions.
Now try without talking.
Safety marshals are recommended.
Set up a rope between two pieces of
apparatus or two trees then add lengths of
string between these to create a ‘spiders
web’.
The bottom string should be close to the
floor.
The team must crawl underneath and
through the string without touching it.
Repeat with 1 or 2 children not talking.
Repeat with some children blindfolded.
Attaching a small bell to the string will
help stop ‘cheating’.
Add constraints to make it harder like only
using each space in the web once!

LESSON 4

Short
Task

OAA Task
Morse Code
Sentences

Resources
Copies of the
Morse Code
(Torches?)

Explanation of Task
In teams of 4/8.
Half the team on each side of the room.
Use the Morse Code to send a message or
a whole sentence across the room.
Children can only clap, whistle or use
torches to send the message.
Repeat task over larger distances outside.
Children could design their own method of
sending messages.
Repeat with semaphore.
Codes can be found on the internet.

Main
Task

Shelter Building

Selection of
Children have a time limit to design a
resources such shelter.
as twigs, string, Then they have a time limit to build the
rope, pencils, shelter as a team.
fabric, plastic (This could be done over 2 weeks with
bags, plastic
materials being brought in to school).
sheeting,
A good test of success once complete is to
sponge,
have a watering can available (or hose) to
branches, etc see if it is water proof.
Place a brave child in each shelter before
testing?

LESSON 5

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Resources
Map Symbol Running Laminated Map
Games
Symbols and a
series of
definitions,
printed and
laminated

Star Orienteering School map OR
Orienteering
map.
Orienteering
Punches.
Ink Stampers.
Jigsaws

Explanation of Task
Children work in small groups to run and
collect a map symbol and then a symbol
meaning.
Organise as a relay.
When each team has fetched all their
symbols and meanings they can start to
match them together.
After reaching every control point
children should return to base to find out
which is their next control point.
This works well with a class as they have
to come back frequently and children are
not able to follow each other because the
order you give them out can be different.
When each child gets to a control point
they can give themselves an ink stamp,
sticker or collect a jigsaw piece.

LESSON 6

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Resources
Around the World Signs showing:
North, South,
East, West
And
North Pole,
Australia,
China, USA

Explanation of Task
Children stand in the middle of the hall
Position the signs at each corner/side of
the room.
Teacher shouts North, South, East or
West and children move to that corner.
Repeat but shout the country/place.
Repeat but children have to move
appropriately for the country:
North pole-Waddle like a penguin.
Australia-Bounce like a kangaroo.
China-Martial Arts moves.
USA-lasso like a cowboy.
If the teacher shouts ‘Around the World’
children visit all 4 sides and return to the
middle.

Clock Orienteering School map OR
Orienteering
map
Orienteering
Punches.

Children have a number of points to visit
before returning to base.
They do not need to come back in between
points.
The number of control points can be
different for different groups of children
– according to fitness!

YEAR 5
LESSON 1

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Circle Trust

Sky Scrapers

Resources
Blindfolds

Explanation of Task
Arrange children into groups of at least 8
One child is blindfolded.
The group stands in a very tight small
circle with the blindfolded child in the
middle.
The centre child must stand very rigid.
The group must GENTLY push him/her
from side to side.
Change roles.

Garden canes Split the class into groups of about 4-6
and elastic
Each group has to plan how they are going
bands AND/OR to build a sky scraper using the resources
straws and blue provided.
tac.
After the planning stage they can have a
go trying to build as high as possible.
The planning stage is very important
Award points for how high the skyscrapers
get.
This can be repeated but building a bridge
rather than a tower.

LESSON 2

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Swamp races

Team Cross the
swamp 5

Resources
Explanation of Task
Spots or small Split the class into equal teams of 4-8
mats.
Each team has 2 spots / mats.
Each member of the team must use the
spots to travel the width of the room and
back before the next team member goes.
Each team races against the next.
Be strict on not allowing anyone to touch
the floor.
Crates,
benches,
blindfolds,
mats
Eggs or water
containers
Planks of wood

Arrange class into teams of 5-10.
Set each group of children the task of
getting from A to B across an open space.
Children are allowed to use the equipment
as they wish – provided by the teacher.
Repeat the task with no-one talking.
Repeat the task with one or more people
blindfolded.
Repeat the task but take away some
equipment.
Repeat the task but give each group an egg
or a container of water to carry across the
space.
Teams can be timed but also penalised for
touching the ground or spilling water.

LESSON 3

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Rope run

Team Skipping

Resources
1 large/long
rope

Explanation of Task
Assign two children or staff to swing the
rope as if for skipping standing about 5
metres apart.
Each person has to try and pass under the
rope from one side to the other.
Repeat but moving from the other side.
One side is more difficult than the other!
Repeat this task with pairs or three’s
passing under the ropes.
Repeat with each child or pair stopping and
jumping in the middle before leaving.
Change the swingers as necessary.

1 large/long
rope

Have two people swing the large rope
about standing 5 metres apart.
See how many people can skip at one time.
One person joins the rope at a time until
they fail, then have the next person in line
start again.

LESSON 4

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Build a Burger

Resources
Tennis Rackets
Other
bats/rackets
Small balls

Explanation of Task
Split the class into teams of 3.
Each threesome will race the next.
First person must run and fetch a racket
Then the second and then the third.
When they all have a racket they must run
together and pick up a ball without using
their hands – carrying it between rackets
like a burger.
Repeat but this time collecting 2 balls –
like a double burger!

Water Pipe

Plastic Drain
Pipe with holes
in it
Water
Watering can
or cup
Ping Pong ball
Coats

The task for children is to get the pingpong ball from out of the pipe. They cannot
tip the pipe.
(Children have to cover the holes using
their fingers whilst others fill the pipe
with water. The ping pong ball will rise to
the top if enough water is put in the pipe)
Children will get wet!

LESSON 5

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Fill the bucket

Raft Building

Resources
Explanation of Task
Frying pans,
Split the class into teams of 6-8.
saucepans,
Each team races against the next to fill
Buckets, plastic their bucket with water.
cups, old wellies Each team member must travel from the
and other
water sources (tap, large container) to the
water carrying bucket trying not to spill.
devices.
Use any device to carry the water…the
more unusual - the more fun.
Polystyrene
cups with holes Repeat with one person blindfolded or
though an obstacle course.
in.
Water.
Milk bottles
Arrange children into small teams.
full of water. As a team children have a certain time
Selection of
limit to design and build a raft for a milk
resources such bottle to be floated across the local pond
as twigs, string, or other water source / pool.
elastic bands,
pencils, pegs,
fabric, sponge
etc.

LESSON 6

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Alphabet Find

Resources
Letters of the
alphabet
written out on
small cards.

Explanation of Task
Split the class into 2’s.
Each pair picks a card from the pack (a
letter).
The class then have 5minutes to try and
find something beginning with that letter
and bring it back to the ‘base’.
Define a working area before you start.
At the end the class can work as one to try
and find things that have not been found
like ‘x’ and ‘z’.

Quiz Orienteering School map OR Children set a course with questions as
Orienteering control points.
Competitors must answer the question
map
before being given the next control OR
answer all questions at the end of the
course to solve a puzzle/anagram.

YEAR 6
LESSON 1

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Reef Knot

Resources
Large rope.
Blindfolds

Explanation of Task
Split the group into groups of 2, 4, or 6.
Each group must have a length of rope and
have half the group holding each end.
Can they tie a reef knot without letting go
of the rope?
You might give them a knot to copy.
Repeat this task with one or more children
blindfolded or without talking.

Matchbox

1 matchbox or
similar small
object.
Chalk.
2 Gym mats.

2 groups work on each mat competing
against each other.
Split the group into groups of 8/10 max. 6
is ideal.
The group must not step on the gym mat or
anywhere beyond the leading edge of the
mat.
Each group takes it in turns to reach out
for the box or other small object.
No one can touch the mats.
No one can go down the side of the mats.
Start with the box less than 1 metre from
the leading edge of the mat.
Each time a group reaches the box make a
chalk mark and the next group can try and
reach the box.
After each successful lift of the box move
it 3-5cm further away.
Groups must work as a team to succeed.

LESSON 2

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Human tower

Scavenger Hunt

Resources
Gym Mats

Explanation of Task
Split class into teams of 8.
Teach children to build a human pyramid on
Hands and Knees.
Have 3 children on the base on heir hands
and knees, 2 in the middle and 1 on top.
The other 2 children act as supporters to
help.
The pyramid must be held for 5 seconds.

List of small
items which
have to be
collected from
around the
school.

Give children the list, a time limit and an
area they must work in. See how many
items they can retrieve.
Children can go off from the teacher in
pairs to find items.
Eg. Something man made.
Something beginning with ‘b’.
Something red.
Something shiny.
Something 5 letters long.
Something with 3 corners.
Something that was living.
A leaf etc.
This can be made as long or short a task as
you wish.

LESSON 3

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Blindfold Trust

Resources
Explanation of Task
Blindfolds.
Split the class into teams of 6-8.
Ropes (5-10m). Each team must have a leader.
Everyone except the leader is blindfolded.
The leader must take the group on a safe
walk around a defined area, using verbal
instructions to guide the others.
All members of the group must hold the
rope and pass instructions of obstacles
back to the next one in line.

Unexploded Bomb Ropes
Bucket

Place the bucket in the middle of a marked
area.
Place a small water bottle in this area.
Small water
Children have to use the ropes to lift the
bottle with a Bomb (water bottle) and place it safely
‘clothes hanger into the Bucket.
hook’ taped
(Children must think of a way to lift the
onto the top. bottle e.g. Tying a loop then using team
work to hold the ropes and hook the
bottle).

LESSON 4

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Hot Air Balloon

Resources
Explanation of Task
Large balloons. Arrange children into groups of 6/8.
Or rounders
Children must stand in a circle 1 step
posts.
apart.
Each child holds a balloon.
On the teacher or leaders command: “1
step left.”
All children must move to the next place
left BUT leave the balloon behind.
As each child steps into their new position
they must try to grab the balloon before it
hits the floor.
Repeat with different directions and 2 or
3 steps when this is mastered.

Stretcher Building Strong
materials,
poles, plastic
sheets, rope
etc.

Children have a time limit to design and
build a stretcher to carry a person over a
set distance.
A good test is to actually do it or find a
heavy object to carry rather than risk
injuring a child.

LESSON 5

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Resources
Orienteering punch Orienteering
card relays.
cards.
Orienteering
punches.

Explanation of Task
Place the children into teams. Each team
has to run to a marked point on the field
or at the other end of the room as a relay.
At that point they have to punch their
card and bring it back to the next team
member.
This is a good task if you plan to move onto
using orienteering punch cards.

Score Orienteering School map OR
Orienteering
map.
Orienteering
Punches.

Children can score points according to how
many markers they can reach in a set time.
The further the marker is from the
base/school the more points it is worth.

LESSON 6

Short
Task

Main
Task

OAA Task
Partner Struggle

Sheepdog

Resources
None

Blindfolds
1 mat or
marked area

Explanation of Task
Split the group into pairs.
Have each pair sitting back to back
See if each pair can stand up and sit
down without using hands.
Repeat as a group by having larger
groups sit in a circle facing outwards.
All link arms and try to stand up.
Place everyone into groups of about 10
One person has to be the sheep dog (or
Shepherd) and everyone else the sheep.
The sheep dog must herd all the other
children from around the room / outside
space onto a mat or into a coned area by
using verbal commands. The shepherd must
not enter the area/pen.
The sheep must be blindfolded.
The sheep cannot talk.
Repeat this task against the clock with one
groups competing against another.
Repeat the task again not allowing children
names to be used.
Have some children acting as safety
marshals to the sheep.

Additional Orienteering Activities
Off Site
Orienteering

Orienteering map Local permanent site maps can be purchased or
of local permanent borrowed.
site.
Children complete course as marked.
Eg. Lickey Hills,
Colour coded courses are often possible at
Nunnery Woods
permanent sites with different levels of
Worcester (County difficulty required.
Hall), Malvern, Old
Hills Powick.

Competition
Orienteering

Orienteering map Colour coded course
and organised
Local SMILE event (Saturday Morning Event)
competition.
See Harlequins.org.uk

